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1. Introduction

In the rapidly evolving landscape of the 21st century, the integration of informatics within vocational education has emerged as a crucial strategy for enhancing student competence and preparing them for the demands of the modern workforce. This paper explores the role of informatics-based vocational education in developing the technical and cognitive skills required in today’s technology-driven industries. By embedding informatics into vocational curricula, students gain hands-on experience with advanced technologies, fostering a deeper understanding of computational thinking, problem-solving, and data analysis. The study outlines the theoretical framework for informatics-based education, emphasising its significance in vocational training. It highlights the importance of aligning educational programs with industry standards and technological advancements to ensure graduates have relevant and up-to-date skills.

Through an extensive literature review, the paper identifies key components of effective informatics-based vocational education, including curriculum design, pedagogical approaches, and assessment methodologies. Several case studies illustrate the practical benefits of informatics in vocational education. For instance, a technical school incorporating coding and data analytics into its curriculum reported a significant increase in student engagement and achievement. Similarly, a vocational college that adopted simulation-based learning for industrial automation saw enhanced proficiency among students in operating complex machinery. The paper also addresses the challenges associated with implementing informatics-based vocational education. These include the need for continuous professional development for educators, investment in up-to-date technological infrastructure, and creating partnerships with industry to provide real-world learning opportunities. To overcome these challenges, the paper suggests a multifaceted approach that involves policy support, stakeholder collaboration, and ongoing research into best practices. In conclusion, informatics-based vocational education holds substantial potential for improving student competence by equipping them with essential skills for the digital age. By fostering a learning environment that integrates technology and industry relevance, vocational education can produce a workforce that is proficient in technical skills and adaptable to the evolving demands of the job market. This paper underscores the necessity of embracing informatics in vocational training to ensure that students are prepared for the complexities of the future workplace.
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ABSTRACT

In the contemporary landscape of education, integrating informatics into vocational education has emerged as a crucial strategy for enhancing student competence and preparing them for the demands of the modern workforce. This paper explores the role of informatics-based vocational education in developing the technical and cognitive skills required in today’s technology-driven industries. By embedding informatics into vocational curricula, students gain hands-on experience with advanced technologies, fostering a deeper understanding of computational thinking, problem-solving, and data analysis. The study outlines the theoretical framework for informatics-based education, emphasising its significance in vocational training. It highlights the importance of aligning educational programs with industry standards and technological advancements to ensure graduates have relevant and up-to-date skills.

Through an extensive literature review, the paper identifies key components of effective informatics-based vocational education, including curriculum design, pedagogical approaches, and assessment methodologies. Several case studies illustrate the practical benefits of informatics in vocational education. For instance, a technical school incorporating coding and data analytics into its curriculum reported a significant increase in student engagement and achievement. Similarly, a vocational college that adopted simulation-based learning for industrial automation saw enhanced proficiency among students in operating complex machinery. The paper also addresses the challenges associated with implementing informatics-based vocational education. These include the need for continuous professional development for educators, investment in up-to-date technological infrastructure, and creating partnerships with industry to provide real-world learning opportunities. To overcome these challenges, the paper suggests a multifaceted approach that involves policy support, stakeholder collaboration, and ongoing research into best practices. In conclusion, informatics-based vocational education holds substantial potential for improving student competence by equipping them with essential skills for the digital age. By fostering a learning environment that integrates technology and industry relevance, vocational education can produce a workforce that is proficient in technical skills and adaptable to the evolving demands of the job market. This paper underscores the necessity of embracing informatics in vocational training to ensure that students are prepared for the complexities of the future workplace.

This is an open access article under the CC–BY-SA license.

1. Introduction

In the rapidly evolving landscape of the 21st century, the integration of informatics within vocational education has become increasingly pivotal[1]. As technological advancements continue
to reshape industries and job markets, the demand for a workforce skilled in information technology and its applications has surged. Traditionally focused on practical skills and technical training, vocational education must adapt to these changes to remain relevant and effective. This paper delves into the role of informatics-based vocational education in enhancing student competence, preparing them for the demands of modern industries, and ensuring their adaptability in an ever-changing job market[2]. Vocational education has historically been the cornerstone of skill development for industries. It is designed to provide students with the practical skills and technical knowledge required to perform specific jobs. Traditionally, vocational education focused on manual and mechanical skills, with curricula tailored to the needs of industries such as manufacturing, construction, and trades. However, the advent of the digital age has necessitated a shift in this focus[3].

Vocational education must evolve with the rise of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, characterised by the fusion of physical, digital, and biological spheres. Integrating informatics – the science of processing data for storage and retrieval – into vocational education is critical in this evolution. Informatics encompasses various fields, including computer science, information technology, data analytics, and cybersecurity[4]. By incorporating these disciplines into vocational education, we can ensure students have the skills to navigate and thrive in a technology-driven world. Modern industries are increasingly reliant on informatics. From manufacturing to healthcare, logistics to finance, the ability to process, analyse, and leverage data is essential. Informatics enables industries to optimise operations, improve efficiency, and drive innovation. For example, in manufacturing, data analytics can streamline production processes, predict maintenance needs, and reduce downtime. In healthcare, informatics manages patient records, enhances diagnostics, and improves treatment outcomes[5]. Given the pervasive nature of informatics in modern industries, vocational education must prioritise the development of these skills. By doing so, we can bridge the gap between education and industry needs, ensuring that graduates are technically proficient and capable of adapting to new technologies and methodologies.

Integrating informatics into vocational education requires a thoughtful and comprehensive approach to curriculum design. It is essential to align educational programs with industry standards and technological advancements. This alignment ensures that students learn relevant and in-demand skills[6]. A robust informatics-based curriculum should include core subjects such as programming, data analytics, cybersecurity, and information systems. Additionally, it should incorporate practical, hands-on learning experiences that allow students to apply theoretical knowledge in real-world contexts. For instance, students might engage in projects that involve coding, data visualisation, and the development of information systems[7].

Pedagogical approaches play a crucial role in the effectiveness of informatics-based education. Active learning strategies, such as problem- and project-based learning, are particularly effective in this context. These strategies encourage students to engage with material actively, fostering deeper understanding and retention. Collaborative learning, where students work in teams to solve problems and complete projects, is also beneficial. It mirrors the collaborative nature of most modern workplaces and helps students develop essential soft skills, such as communication and teamwork[8]. To illustrate the practical implementation and impact of informatics-based vocational education, this paper presents several case studies. These case studies highlight how various institutions have successfully integrated informatics into their programs, improving student outcomes and industry readiness. One notable example is a technical school incorporating coding and data analytics into its curriculum. By doing so, the school observed a significant increase in student engagement and achievement. Students learned to code and developed critical thinking and problem-solving skills by working on real-world projects. This hands-on experience proved invaluable, as graduates were better prepared to enter the workforce and contribute to their respective industries. Another example is a vocational college that adopted simulation-based learning for industrial automation. Using simulations, students gained practical experience in operating complex machinery and systems without the risks associated with real-world environments[9]. This approach enhanced their proficiency and confidence, making them more attractive to employers.

Despite the clear benefits, integrating informatics into vocational education is not without challenges. One of the primary obstacles is the initial high cost of technology adoption. Investing in up-to-date technological infrastructure, such as computer labs, software, and simulation tools, can be
Implementing informatics into vocational education requires support from various stakeholders, including policymakers, industry leaders, and educational institutions. Policymakers are critical in creating an environment conducive to innovation and growth. This includes developing supportive policies, funding technological infrastructure, and promoting public-private partnerships[12]. Industry leaders can contribute by offering insights into current and future skill needs, providing internship and apprenticeship opportunities, and collaborating with educational institutions to ensure curriculum relevance. In turn, educational institutions must proactively seek partnerships and stay informed about industry trends. informatics-based vocational education holds substantial potential for improving student competence and preparing them for the demands of the modern workforce[13]. By integrating informatics into vocational curricula, we can ensure that students have the technical and cognitive skills necessary to navigate and thrive in a technology-driven world. Despite the challenges, the benefits of this approach are clear: a more skilled and adaptable workforce, enhanced industry readiness, and a stronger alignment between education and industry needs. As we move forward, all stakeholders must work together to harness the power of informatics for sustainable industrial growth and a prosperous future[14].

2. Method

This research investigates the impact of informatics-based vocational education on student competence. The methodology is designed to provide comprehensive insights into how integrating informatics into vocational curricula influences students' technical and cognitive skills, engagement, and preparedness for the workforce. The research method encompasses a mixed-methods approach, combining quantitative and qualitative data collection and analysis techniques.

The study employs a quasi-experimental design with a control group and an experimental group. The experimental group consists of students enrolled in informatics-based vocational programs, while the control group comprises students in traditional vocational programs without a significant informatics component. This design allows for comparing outcomes between the two groups, providing a clearer picture of the effects of informatics integration. The sample includes vocational education institutions implementing informatics into their curricula and those following traditional vocational education models. A purposive sampling technique is used to select institutions that represent diverse geographic locations, industry focuses, and student demographics. The total sample size consists of approximately 300 students, with 150 in the experimental group and 150 in the control group. Surveys and questionnaires are administered to students, teachers, and industry partners to gather quantitative data. The student survey includes questions about their engagement, perceived competence, and readiness for the workforce. Teacher surveys focus on their experiences with informatics integration, perceived challenges, and observed student outcomes. Industry partner surveys assess their satisfaction with the skills of graduates from informatics-based programs. Qualitative data is collected through semi-structured interviews and focus groups with students, teachers, and industry stakeholders. Interviews with students and teachers explore their experiences, challenges, and perceived benefits of informatics-based education. Focus groups with industry partners provide insights into the relevance of the skills taught and graduates' preparedness. Classroom observations are conducted to assess the implementation of informatics-based teaching methods and student engagement. Observations focus on the use of technology in the classroom, the interaction between teachers and students, and the application of informatics in practical settings. Students' academic performance data, including grades, project outcomes, and standardised test scores, are collected to measure the impact of informatics-based education on their technical skills and overall academic achievement.
2.1 Data Analysis

Quantitative data from surveys and academic performance records are analysed using statistical techniques. Descriptive statistics summarise the data, while inferential statistics, such as t-tests and ANOVA, compare the outcomes between the experimental and control groups. Regression analysis is used to identify the factors that most significantly influence student competence. Qualitative data from interviews, focus groups, and observations are analysed using thematic analysis. Transcripts are coded to identify common themes, patterns, and insights related to the experiences and perceptions of students, teachers, and industry partners. This analysis helps to contextualise the quantitative findings and provides a deeper understanding of the impact of informatics-based education. Multiple strategies are employed to ensure the validity and reliability of the research. Triangulation of data sources and methods enhances the credibility of the findings. Member checking is used during qualitative data collection to verify the accuracy of participants’ responses. Additionally, pilot testing of surveys and interview guides ensures clarity and relevance.

3. Result and Discussion

This section presents the findings from the study on the impact of informatics-based vocational education on student competence. It includes the analysis of quantitative data from surveys and academic performance records, as well as qualitative insights from interviews, focus groups, and classroom observations. The results are discussed in the context of existing literature and theoretical frameworks, highlighting the implications for vocational education practices and policies. The survey data reveal significant differences in student engagement and perceived competence between the experimental and control groups. Students in the informatics-based programs reported higher levels of engagement (mean score = 4.5, SD = 0.7) compared to those in traditional vocational programs (mean score = 3.8, SD = 0.9). This difference is statistically significant (t(298) = 5.32, p < 0.001). Additionally, students in the experimental group rated their competence in technical skills significantly higher (mean score = 4.3, SD = 0.8) than those in the control group (mean score = 3.6, SD = 1.0), with a t-value of 4.97 (p < 0.001).

Academic performance data, including grades and project outcomes, indicate that students in informatics-based programs performed better overall. The average GPA of students in the experimental group was 3.5 (SD = 0.4), compared to 3.1 (SD = 0.5) in the control group. This difference is statistically significant (t(298) = 6.21, p < 0.001). Furthermore, students in the experimental group demonstrated higher proficiency in project-based assessments, with an average project score of 85% (SD = 5%), compared to 78% (SD = 6%) in the control group.

Interviews with students from the experimental group highlighted several themes related to their experiences and perceptions of informatics-based education. Students expressed a sense of increased engagement and motivation, attributing this to the hands-on, practical nature of informatics-related projects. One student noted, “Working on real-world problems using technology makes learning more interesting and relevant.” Another theme was the development of critical thinking and problem-solving skills. Students felt that informatics education challenged them to think analytically and creatively, as exemplified by a student who said, “Informatics projects require us to come up with innovative solutions, which has improved my problem-solving abilities.”

Teachers in the experimental group reported positive changes in student behavior and performance. They observed that students were more engaged and proactive in their learning. One teacher remarked, “Students are more curious and willing to explore new technologies. They take ownership of their learning.” Teachers also highlighted the importance of continuous professional development to stay updated with technological advancements. “Teaching informatics requires us to learn and adapt constantly. Professional development is crucial,” one teacher emphasized.

Focus groups with industry partners revealed that graduates from informatics-based vocational programs were better prepared for the workforce. Industry representatives noted that these graduates possessed relevant technical skills and were more adaptable to new technologies. An industry partner commented, “Graduates from informatics-based programs have a better understanding of modern tools and practices. They are quick to adapt and contribute effectively. Classroom observations provided insights into the implementation of informatics-based teaching methods. There was a noticeable increase in student interaction and collaboration in informatics-based
classrooms. Students frequently worked in teams, engaging in peer-to-peer learning and problem-solving. The use of technology, such as coding platforms and data analysis software, was integral to the learning process. Teachers acted more as facilitators, guiding students through projects and encouraging independent exploration.

Discussion

The results indicate that informatics-based vocational education significantly enhances student engagement and competence. The higher engagement levels can be attributed to the interactive and practical nature of informatics projects, which make learning more relevant and enjoyable for students. This finding aligns with existing literature, which suggests that active learning strategies, such as project-based learning, enhance student motivation and participation. The increased perceived competence and academic performance among students in informatics-based programs highlights the effectiveness of integrating informatics into vocational curricula. Students develop practical skills and a deeper understanding of theoretical concepts by engaging in real-world projects. This is consistent with constructivist theories of learning, which emphasise the importance of experiential learning in skill development. The qualitative data reveal that informatics-based education fosters the development of critical thinking and problem-solving skills. These skills are crucial for the modern workforce, where employees must navigate complex problems and devise innovative solutions. The emphasis on project-based learning in informatics education encourages students to think critically and analytically, supported by research on the benefits of problem-based learning.

Teacher insights underscore the importance of professional development in ensuring the successful implementation of informatics-based education. Continuous training enables teachers to keep pace with technological advancements and effectively integrate new tools and methodologies into their teaching. This finding echoes the literature on the necessity of professional development for educators in technology-rich environments. Industry partner feedback highlights the relevance of informatics-based education in preparing students for the workforce. Graduates who are proficient in informatics are better equipped to meet the demands of modern industries, which increasingly rely on data analysis, automation, and information technology. This aligns with studies that emphasize the growing importance of informatics skills in various sectors. Despite the positive outcomes, the integration of informatics into vocational education presents challenges. One major challenge is the high initial cost of technology adoption, which can be a barrier for some institutions. To address this, policymakers and educational leaders must advocate for increased funding and investment in technological infrastructure. Additionally, creating partnerships with industry can provide access to resources and expertise. Another challenge is ensuring that educators are adequately prepared to teach informatics. This requires ongoing professional development and support. Institutions should prioritize training programs that focus on both technical skills and pedagogical strategies for teaching informatics. Collaboration with industry professionals can also enhance the relevance and quality of the training.

The findings of this study have significant policy implications. To maximize the benefits of informatics-based vocational education, policymakers should support initiatives that promote the integration of informatics into vocational curricula. This includes funding for technological infrastructure, professional development for educators, and incentives for industry partnerships. Future research should explore the long-term impact of informatics-based education on career outcomes and job satisfaction among graduates. Additionally, studies could investigate the effectiveness of specific informatics-related teaching methods and tools, providing deeper insights into best practices for vocational education.

4. Conclusion

Informatics-based vocational education offers a promising approach to enhancing student competence and preparing them for the demands of the modern workforce. The integration of informatics into vocational curricula not only improves technical and cognitive skills but also fosters greater student engagement and motivation. While challenges exist, they can be addressed through strategic investments, professional development, and collaboration between educational institutions and industry. By embracing informatics-based education, vocational programs can produce a skilled
and adaptable workforce capable of thriving in a technology-driven world. This study underscores the importance of aligning vocational education with industry needs and technological advancements, ensuring that students are well-prepared for the future.
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